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Abstract—Network function virtualization (NFV) enables elastic scaling to middlebox deployment and management. Therefore, efficient stateful scaling is an important task because operators need to shift traffic and the associated flow states across VNF instances to deal with time-varying loads. Existing NFV scaling methods, however, typically focus on one aspect of the scaling pipeline and do not offer an end-to-end scaling framework. This article presents ScaleFlux, a complete stateful scaling system that efficiently reduces flow-level latency and achieves near-optimal resource usage. ScaleFlux (1) monitors traffic load for each VNF instance and adopts a queue-based mechanism to detect load burstiness timely, (2) deploys a flow bandwidth predictor to predict flow bandwidth time-series with the ABCNN-LSTM model, and (3) schedules the necessary flow and state migration using the simulated annealing algorithm to achieve both flow-level latency guarantee and resource usage minimization. Testbed evaluation with a five-machine cluster shows that ScaleFlux reduces flow completion time by at least 8.7 times for all the workloads and achieves near-optimal CPU usage during scaling.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Network function virtualization (NFV) [2], [3] aims to replace hardware middleboxes with virtual software instances running on commodity servers. NFV enables flexible scaling of the virtual instances to better handle time-variant network loads. Besides, unlike layer 3 forwarding, many middleboxes such as firewall, proxy, and VPN perform stateful packet processing. Consider a load balancing scenario where a firewall instance is overloaded with traffic, and an additional instance needs to be spawned. Operators need to adjust the flow routing tables to dynamically redistribute packet processing across multiple virtual network function (VNF) instances. They must also move the internal states associated the flows to the new instance so that it can continue processing the traffic without disruption to users.

In addition, many large enterprises and cloud providers report that their networks contain many VNFs performing a wide range of advanced packet processing and their traffic loads change variously over time [4], [5], [6], [7]. These VNFs need dynamic scaling in three aspects. First, VNFs need to scale up to deal with traffic load spikes in order to meet the service level agreements (SLAs) [5], [6], [8]. Second, VNFs need to scale down when load decreases to avoid resource wastage [6], [9], [10]. Third, burstiness is common in data center networks and WANs [4], [6], [7]. VNFs need to timely and efficiently scale to avoid flow-level SLA violation.

As a result, dynamic scaling emerges as an important research issue in NFV. Frameworks such as E2 [10], S6 [11], Metron [12], and FlexNFV [9] dynamically scale VNF service chains to improve their performance. E2 [10] manages VNF placement, service interconnection, and dynamic automatic scaling without operator intervention. To maintain flow affinity, E2 adopts a migration avoidance strategy that only moves flows without states to the new instance. In contrast, S6 [11] performs elastic scaling of stateful network functions. It separates packet processing and their corresponding states by designing a distributed shared state abstraction. By this, S6 simplifies the state migration during scaling. Yet, it requires operators to re-implement VNFs based on its new abstraction. Split/Merge [13] and OpenNF [14] support stateful VNF scaling without the need to re-implement VNFs. They automatically transfer states across VNFs with or without guarantees on packet loss, reordering, and state inconsistency. These work, however, migrates states without latency guarantees, which takes hundreds of
millisecond to complete, generates much overhead in the control plane, and degrades application performance. We find that OpenNF [14] takes more than 100ms to move per-flow states for 1,000 flows.

However, existing work does not migrate the network load exactly at flow level, while guaranteeing per-flow SLA during scaling. Handling network load subtly and achieving per-flow SLA are critical to resource utilization [15], [16] and the quality of user experience [17], [18]. According to our observation on the real traffic from a cloud gateway in Section 2.1, the flow burstiness ratio is high but the number of concurrent bursty flows is limited. This indicates the network load burstiness is commonly caused by a small number of bursty flows. Therefore, this inspires us to design a NFV scaling system that can exactly detect such flows and migrate them, while achieving per-flow SLA.

Thus, in this paper, we propose a dynamic scaling system for NFV, called ScaleFlux. ScaleFlux just needs to maintain a suitable quantity of VNF instances to process the stable network load with high resource utilization. Once it detects the network load exceeds the processing capacity of the instances, it launches scaling at once and predicts the bandwidth for each flow. Then, ScaleFlux can accurately select the flows which lead to the overload issue to migrate, as the flow bandwidth reflects the contribution of each flow to the network load and migrating the “right” flows does solve the overload issue and also reduce the effect to the other flows. Meanwhile, when scheduling the flows to migrate, ScaleFlux provides per-flow SLA guarantee, since flow migration incurs extra latency and flows contributing more to the load burstiness may also be extremely sensitive to the latency, such as short videos [19].

Besides, in order to verify the idea, we build a complete end-to-end scaling system to support the whole NFV scaling process including network load monitoring, scaling scheduling, and flow and state migration. First, to perform scaling timely, a load monitor surrogate proactively monitors traffic load of each VNF instance and adopts a queue-based mechanism to detect load changes. Then, in order to migrate the network loads at flow level, ScaleFlux needs to know the future arrival rates of active flows and estimate which ones are likely to contribute more to the future load. We design a flow bandwidth predictor that relies on an attention-based CNN-LSTM model to predict flow time-series bandwidth with the historical time-series, which is calculated using the information, such as packet size, number of packets of a flow, and packet timestamps, that we collect in real-time for each flow traversing the VNF. The attention mechanism is used to extract important features from the flow bandwidth time-series and LSTM module is used for time-series prediction. Such a model can avoid the interference of unimportant data and gradient dispersion problems [20].

Once scaling process is triggered, ScaleFlux’s scaling scheduler runs the simulated annealing algorithm (SAA) to decide which flows should be migrated and where to migrate, in order to minimize VNFs’ resource usage while satisfying flow-level latency guarantees. Specially, since existing work separating state management and packet processing [11], [21], [22] does not have open and standard interfaces that are widely used in practice, they are not ready for wide deployment in production to implement various VNFs [23]. Thus, ScaleFlux considers state migration during scaling and SAA takes the state migration overhead into consideration when scheduling. In Section 2.2, we also analyze the overhead of state migration cannot be ignored. Finally, ScaleFlux implements a flow and state manager to migrate flows and states. During migration, their packets have to be buffered at the controller to avoid packet loss or reordering at the new instance. ScaleFlux relies on an underlying state management framework such as OpenNF to provide basic state migration services. It adds two new components: a per-flow state migration API for the state manager to enable dedicated flow migration and a filter API that updates flow routing table to redistribute traffic. After finishing migration, ScaleFlux deletes the states of migrated flows from the original instance and completes the scaling process.

We make several contributions in this work.

- We identify the need to consider dynamic scaling in NFV to meet SLA and analyze the overhead of state migration (Section 2).
- We design a VNF scaling framework called ScaleFlux (Section 3) that elastically scales VNF instances to guarantee flow-level latency and minimize resource usage.
- We implement ScaleFlux (Section 4) and present extensive evaluations on a five-machine cluster (Section 5). Experiments with the real workloads show that ScaleFlux substantially minimizes resource costs and provides flow-level latency guarantee, and its components perform efficiently with little overhead. Compared to existing solutions such as OpenNF [14], ScaleFlux reduces flow completion time by at least 8.7× for all the workloads and achieves near-optimal CPU usage.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We first introduce the motivation for scaling in NFV to meet SLAs and the overhead of state migration in Section 2. Then, we describe the overall system architecture, detailed component design, as well as the algorithms in Section 3. We discuss the implementation of ScaleFlux in Section 4, and performance evaluation with testbed experiments in Section 5. Finally, we discuss related work in Section 6, and conclude in Section 7.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we first introduce the traffic characteristics to motivate the dynamic scaling need to meet the per-flow SLA in Section 2.1. We then introduce the overhead of state migration when VNF scales, to inspire us not only considering flows themselves, but also their states in Section 2.2.

2.1 Need Scaling to Meet SLAs

We collect the traffic from three production cloud gateways of an Internet content provider. The cloud gateways run on commodity servers or programmable switches, and manipulate packet headers and forward them with tunnels using flow tables, e.g., ACL, NAT, and GRE or VxLAN [24], [25], [26]. For each gateway, we collect packet-level traces at different time periods of a typical work day. In the following,
we describe our key findings from the traces. We only present results of one gateway, since traffic characteristics of the other two demonstrate the same properties.

Network Load Constantly Changes Over Time. We collect the network load every 1ms from 8:00am to 8:00pm of a day and show its time-series in Fig. 1. We summarize the data for each 10-minute period as a data point and calculate the overall average, and Fig. 1 depicts the normalized network load with respect to the overall average. We observe the network load of the gateway changes over time, and the normalized load ranges from 0.16 to 38.43. Besides, we also explore the characteristics of individual flows. We observe that most flows are bursty: the sending rates of bursty flows surge quickly and last for a short period. We use the ratio between a flow’s peak rate and its average, named burstiness ratio, to describe the level of burstiness. We depict the CDFs of burstiness ratio in Fig. 2a. We can see ~80% flows have a ratio larger than 20 and the maximum reaches 80. Moreover, we make a statistical analysis about the distribution of the number of concurrent bursty flows whose burstiness ratio is larger than 10, as shown in Fig. 2b. We find that the number of concurrent bursty flows is limited. The maximum is 49 from the trace of the cloud gateway workload compared to the total number of 500K flows. This also demonstrates that the overall load burstiness is usually because of a small number of bursty flows.

Burstiness Degrades SLAs. We further conduct experiments to show that bursty flows should be handled separately to guarantee their SLAs. Most previous work migrates flows during NFV scaling without considering SLAs [14] or only considering the overall SLAs [1], [9]. They pay little attention to per-flow SLA. Per-flow SLA determines the overall SLA guarantee, but not vice versa. To see this, we quantitatively compare the queue size and processing latency for processing bursty and stable flows by a VNF, respectively. Our testbed servers are connected as shown in Fig. 3a. We use one server as the sender, another as the receiver, and a third one with one CPU core running PRADS [30] as a VNF. We generate stable and bursty flows at the sender. Note that the average rate of the stable flows is 5 times higher than that of bursty flows.

Fig. 4 shows that, for stable flows and the stable period of bursty flows, queue size and packet latency are both very small. Yet, at the peak period of the bursty flows, they are much higher than the normal. This is because CPU resources are reserved for a VNF instance to provide fixed processing capacity and the instantaneous arrival rate exceeds the VNF’s processing capacity and unprocessed packets are buffered at the queue.

Scaling Counteracts Burstiness. Continuing with the same setup, we vary the number of PRADS instances for processing the bursty flows, and measure the effect on packet loss rates and latency. Besides, to balance the load, flows are randomly hashed to the instances. As shown in Fig. 5, as the number of instances increases, packet loss rate and latency are reduced. We observe that four instances are needed for bursty flows to avoid packet loss and achieve the same average latency with stable flows, which only entails one instance. The results indicate that bursty flows need more instances in parallel to ensure satisfactory SLAs. Clearly, we should scale the VNF instances dynamically according to
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Fig. 1. The time-series for the normalized network load of one cloud gateway. We calculate the overall average from 8:00am to 8:00pm and obtain the normalized network load with respect to the overall average.

Fig. 2. Traffic characteristics of the cloud gateway. The burstiness ratio is calculated by a flow’s peak sending rate regarding to its average and the full name of CBF is concurrent bursty flow.

Fig. 3. (a) Testbed topology; (b) Flow size distributions in a cloud gateway, a web search cluster [27], a Facebook cache cluster (FB) [28], and Azure WAN [29]. The network trace for gateway belongs to a cloud gateway cluster from a large cloud service provider.

Fig. 4. Sending rate, queue size, and latency for stable flows and bursty flows.
the instantaneous traffic load of bursty flows in order to avoid resource over-utilization or under-utilization while guaranteeing SLAs.

2.2 Overhead of State Migration

Most VNFs perform stateful packet processing. Thus, when migrating the flows we also need to migrate their associated states from original VNF instance to the new one, which incurs non-negligible overhead. To understand this overhead, we deploy a five-machine testbed as shown in Fig. 3a and measure the time used to migrate states using the network workloads whose CDFs of flow sizes are shown in Fig. 3b. They are from a cloud gateway cluster as mentioned before, a web search cluster [27], a Facebook cache cluster (FB) [28], and Azure WAN [29], respectively. Flows arrive according to a Poisson process with an average load of 1.

Our observation is that state migration incurs downtime on the order of $O(100)$ms [10], [14], which is significantly larger than the flow completion time of many flows, especially the mice ones. This is because migrating states is a control-plane action where complex optimization mechanisms and serialization/deserialization have to be in place to provide critical performance guarantees such as loss-free and order-preserving for NFV applications. To see this, we deploy OpenNF [14], state-of-the-art state migration system, on the testbed (more details of the testbed in Section 5.1).

We use five physical machines instead of VMs for maximum performance. We use two PRADS asset monitor instances [30] ($PRADS_1$ and $PRADS_2$), which are OpenNF-enabled. Initially all traffic is sent to $PRADS_1$. After it has created per-flow states for 2,000 flows, we move half of the flows and their states to $PRADS_2$ for load balancing. Fig. 6a shows that even without any performance guarantees, OpenNF takes at least 268ms to transfer 1,000 states. When applications demand loss-free and/or order-preserving guarantees, the migration time is beyond 400ms even with optimizations.

This motivates us to take both the flows to migrate and their states into consideration when scaling VNF instances. We should select the flows which can reduce the VNF load burstiness while reducing the downtime for state migration. This is because state migration time cannot be ignored for all the flows, especially for mice flows, which may finish the transmission long before state migration ends. On the one hand, migrating large flows or bursty flows can quickly deal with traffic load burstiness and avoid SLA violation, especially for an individual bursty flow. However, migrating other flows (e.g., mice flows) will significantly harm their SLAs and cannot deal with load burstiness of VNFs. We do not focus on the consistency issues that arise when global or multi-flow state is needed on the new VNF instance, which is addressed in some existing work [14]. Our experiments only migrate per-flow state.

The benefits of carefully selecting flows to migrate is three-fold. First, it can handle the flows’ migration downtime. We repeat the OpenNF migration experiments with varying number of states and find that migration downtime increases with number of states as shown in Fig. 6b. Thus, migrating fewer states can greatly cut the downtime and extra latency for flows. Second, it can help avoid SLA violation for individual flows, especially bursty flows, as shown in Fig. 5. Third, it also helps minimize migration overhead at both the controller and OpenFlow switches. Because the controller has fewer packets to buffer and send messages for. Additionally, fewer forwarding rules need to be updated at OpenFlow switches to adjust routing of flows, further streamlining the entire migration process with flows and states.

3 DESIGN

We now present the design of ScaleFlux in this section. We start by presenting the system overview in Section 3.1. We then explain the load monitor surrogate in Section 3.2, and flow bandwidth predictor in Section 3.3. Lastly, we discuss
the scaling scheduler to achieve both flow-level latency guarantee and resource efficiency in Section 3.4.

3.1 Overview
ScaleFlux is an automatic stateful scaling system in NFV. Fig. 7 shows the system overview of ScaleFlux. It includes four key components: load monitor surrogate, flow bandwidth predictor, scaling scheduler, and flow and state manager. The load monitor surrogate monitors queue size of each VNF instance and detects network load burstiness in real time. When the network load exceeds a predefined threshold, VNF scaling is triggered, and then the flow bandwidth predictor runs the attention-based CNN-LSTM model to forecast the bandwidth time-series for individual flows and calculates their future arrival rates. Next, the scaling scheduler determines the flows to migrate with flow-level latency guarantee and resource efficiency. Finally, ScaleFlux uses the flow and state manager to finish the migration of designated flows and their corresponding states.

We explain the key components of ScaleFlux below.

Load Monitor Surrogate. ScaleFlux employs a load monitor surrogate for each VNF instance to continuously monitor the overall network load in real time. The load monitor surrogate monitors the queue size and compares it against the predefined threshold. Once it finds the queue size exceeds the threshold, it will report to scaling scheduler to launch the scaling process.

Flow Bandwidth Predictor. Flow bandwidth predictor adopts an attention-based CNN-LSTM (ABCNN-LSTM) model to forecast time-series bandwidth for each flow and then calculates their arrival rates for the future epoch accordingly. It continuously collects flows’ bandwidth information and makes it as the input of ABCNN-LSTM at each VNF instance. The prediction results are used for scaling scheduling, as they can reflect the contribution of each flow to the total network load. Besides, ScaleFlux uses the information to update the model offline and adapts to the characteristics of bandwidth time-series over time.

Scaling Scheduler. The scaling scheduler in ScaleFlux runs the simulated annealing algorithm (SAA) to achieve both flow-level latency guarantee and resource efficiency. It listens to the scaling launching event from load monitor surrogate and obtains flows’ future arrival rates from flow bandwidth predictor. Then, it determines which flows and state manager to finish migration.

Flow and State Manager. Flow and state manager is waiting for the commands on flow and state migration and subsequently migrates the ones specified by scaling scheduler. Once invoked, it adjusts the flow routing table at switches, iteratively moves the states of selected flows to new VNF instances, and deletes the states at the original instance and finishes migration process.

3.2 Load Monitor Surrogate
As shown in Fig. 8a, the load monitor surrogate leverages a process to proactively monitor and detect network load changes for each VNF instance. When the software queue size exceeds a pre-defined threshold \( K \), some flows processed by the VNF instance need to be migrated to new instances to balance load and guarantee flows’ SLAs. Load monitor surrogate leverages counters to accurately monitor the queue size, which can be software counters or hardware counters within a commodity NIC.

Queue Size Threshold. Most practical NFV systems use high performance packet IO tools, e.g., DPDK [31] and netmap [32] for traffic processing. Within these systems, the software and hardware communicate with each other via a ring buffer. That is, the hardware directly places packets into the ring buffer to send them to the software. Consequently, when the VNF processing speed cannot catch up with the traffic arrival rate during network load rising, packets will be buffered and the packet queue will build up in the ring buffer over time. Therefore, a sudden increase of packet queue size is a clear signal for the existence of traffic load burstiness.

One important problem here is how to set the threshold \( K \) to accurately detect network load burstiness and thus trigger VNF scaling timely. Inspired by the idea on setting the headroom size in PFC [33], [34], we set \( K \) accordingly. For PFC, the headroom should be large enough to store the packets received by a switch between the time point when the PFC pause message is sent and the one when the message takes effect. Similarly, a headroom should be reserved to store the packets received by the ring buffer between the time point when VNF scaling is triggered and the one when flows which are responsible for the load bursty are successfully started migration. Following this principle, \( K \) is set as:

\[
K = Q_{cap} - (T_{idt} + T_{mgt}) \times M_{rate},
\]

where \( Q_{cap} \) represents the overall queue capacity for each VNF instance, \( T_{idt} \) is the time required for identifying the flows to migrate, \( T_{mgt} \) is the time taken for launching the flow and state migration process, and \( M_{rate} \) is the flow and state migration rate. We will discuss the concrete setups for \( Q_{cap}, T_{idt}, T_{mgt}, \) and \( M_{rate} \) in Section 4. With this queue-based mechanism, the load monitor surrogate can work efficiently to detect load burstiness while avoiding packet drops before migration.

3.3 Flow Bandwidth Predictor
To accurately predict flow bandwidth, we employ an attention mechanism to dynamically use the time-series features. The attention network in ScaleFlux is designed to determine the weights for the features since no prior information is available for the attention network to specify weights, we adopt an unsupervised model where the inputs to the
model are all the features. We present the architecture of the
unsupervised ABCNN-LSTM model in Fig. 8b, which includes input module, CNN module, attention module, and LSTM module. Flow future arrival rate is the average of predicted bandwidth time-series. It is obtained as follows. First, we preprocess the historical bandwidth time-series for each flow as input. Then, the model uses CNN [35] and attention modules to select the important features to focus on. Next, the model adopts LSTM unit to predict bandwidth time-series with the output of attention module. Finally, we calculate their average as flow’s future arrival rate.

Flow Monitor. Flow bandwidth predictor relies on a flow monitor to collect information of active flows at each VNF instance. Here we consider active to mean existing within the last 1000ms time window. The monitor maintains a flow information table (FIT), where each entry stores the flow ID hashed from five-tuples, its current size, packet timestamps, and the list of calculated bandwidths. There are three operations associated with the FIT: insertion, update, and eviction.

Insertion. When a packet arrives at the VNF instance, if the flow is not present in the FIT, a new entry with the flow ID and timestamp is added.

Update. When a packet arrives and its flow is present in the table, the size and timestamp of the flow is updated. Besides, every 5ms, flows’ bandwidths are calculated and the new values are added to the list.

Eviction. Every second, an eviction pointer goes through the FIT to evict entries whose timestamps are not within the last time window. This helps maintain the FIT size in a reasonable level. We have varies time window values from 20ms to 2000ms to evict flow entries in Section 5.6. We choose 1000ms because it is able to cover all active flows that indeed cause overload for VNF instance. Of course, ScaleFlux can also adjust the time window size according to the workloads.

The flow monitor adds delay to VNF’s packet processing. This overhead can be minimized by implementing it using high-performance packet I/O frameworks such as DPDK [36] or netmap [32] with microsecond level delay. Besides, in ScaleFlux, we convert the collected flow information into corresponding bandwidth time series in milliseconds.

Attention-Based CNN Unit. Various attention-based CNN models have been widely used to help improve the performance by paying attention to important features [20]. The formal definition of the attention mechanism is given as follows,

\[ e_{ij} = a(s_{i-1}, h_j), \quad \alpha_{ij} = \frac{\exp(e_{ij})}{\sum_{k=1}^{T_i} \exp(e_{ik})}, \]

\[ c_i = \sum_{j=1}^{T} \alpha_{ij} h_j, \]

where \( s_{i-1} \) is the matching feature vector based on current task, \( h_j \) is the feature vector of a time point in the time-series, \( e_{ij} \) is the unnormalized attention score, and \( \alpha_{ij} \) is the normalized attention score. Besides, \( c_i \) is the feature of the current time point calculated based on the attention score \( \alpha_{ij} \) and the feature sequence \( h_j \).

In addition, the CNN unit consists of multiple layers, each of which includes a batch normalization layer, a convolution layer, a pooling layer, and a non-linear layer. The CNN module achieves sampling aggregation and extracts more features using pooling layer and convolution layer respectively. It outputs \( m \) feature sequences of length \( n_i \) and the size can be expressed as \( n \times m \). In order to obtain the important time-series features, we combine attention module and CNN module in a serial fashion. Attention module consists of feature aggregation and scale restoration components. The feature aggregation component leverages multiple convolutions and pooling layers to extract important features from the sequence and uses a convolution kernel to extract the relationship. And the scale restoration component restores the important features to size \( n \times m \), which corresponds to the size of the CNN module’s output.

The attention mechanism helps the model classify important features from input sequences and makes it obtain more comprehensive contextual information. In addition, the attention module can help prevent the interference of unimportant features and improve the model’s prediction accuracy.

LSTM Unit. In ScaleFlux, we use long-short-term-memory (LSTM) [37] network, to support accurately predict flows’ time-series bandwidth. As shown in Fig. 9, LSTM uses a “gate” structure to delete or add information to the state of the cell. The “gate” structure is a method of selectively filtering information. LSTM cells include forget gates \( f_t \), input gates \( i_t \), and output gates \( o_t \). An LSTM cell computes the following:

\[ i_t = \sigma(W_{ii} x_t + b_i + W_{ih} h_{t-1} + b_i), \quad (5) \]
\[ f_t = \sigma(W_{if} + b_f + W_{fh} h_{t-1} + b_f), \quad (6) \]
\[ g_t = \tanh(W_{ig} x_t + b_g + W_{gh} h_{t-1} + b_g), \quad (7) \]
\[ o_t = \sigma(W_{io} x_t + b_o + W_{ho} h_{t-1} + b_o), \quad (8) \]
\[ c_t = f_t \ast c_{t-1} + i_t \ast g_t, \quad (9) \]
\[ h_t = o_t \ast \tanh(c_t). \quad (10) \]

Here \( h_t \) is the hidden state at time \( t \), \( c_t \) is the cell state at time \( t \), \( x_t \) is the input at time \( t \), \( h_{t-1} \) is the hidden state of the layer at time \( t-1 \) or the initial hidden state at time 0, and \( i_t, f_t, g_t, o_t \) are the input, forget, cell, and output gates, respectively. \( W_{\cdot} \) are the weights of the respective DNNs in the rectangle nodes in the computation graph in Fig. 9, and \( b_{\cdot} \) are their respective biases. \( \sigma \) is the sigmoid function, and * is the Hadamard product.

Flow Future Arrival Rate. Based on the predictions from ABCNN-LSTM, we then calculate the future arrival rate for each flow. Assuming the prediction result for each flow \( f \) is \( B_f = \{b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_m\} \), thus flow \( f \)’s arrival rate within
the time period $T$ is,

$$\lambda_f = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} b_i t}{T},$$  \hfill (11)

where $\lambda_f$ represents the predicted arrival rate of the flow $f$ within $T$, and $b_i$ represents the predicted bandwidth at each time point $i$. Besides, $t$ is a constant and represents the corresponding interval for updating bandwidth measurement.

### 3.4 Scaling Scheduler

ScaleFlux controller consists of two components: scaling scheduler and flow state manager. The scaling scheduler listens to the messages from load monitor surrogate and flow bandwidth predictor, determines which flows to migrate and which instances to move to, and then invokes flow and state manager to take actions to finish migration. It optimizes to minimize resource usages of VNF instances, as well as providing flow-level latency guarantee. The flow and state manager manages both the flow routing table at switches and flow state migration between VNF instances with the APIs which we describe in Section 4.

Note that during state migration, the original VNF instance stops establishing new states for flows it has not seen yet. All packets that hit the original instance but do not have any matching state are forwarded to the new instance which processes them normally. For example for a persistent TCP connection that does not always have traffic, ScaleFlux would not regard it as a new flow, which guarantees the correctness of VNFs.

#### Scaling Problem Formulation

We begin with a formulation regarding to resource cost of VNF instances and flow-level latency constraints. The number of instances for VNF $F$ is denoted by $n$, and these instances perform the same packet processing. The queue capacity for each VNF instance $i$ is denoted by $q_{icap}$. Let $Q_{icap} = (q_{icap}^1, \ldots, q_{icap}^n)$ be the queue capacity vector for all instances. Each VNF instance is allocated a fixed bunch of resources (e.g., <2 CPU cores, 10GB Mem>) and monopolizes them. This is practical since it avoids resource contention [38], [39], [40] and provides high performance. To simplify it, we use $r$ to indicate the fixed CPU resource for each instance. Thus, the total CPU resource cost for VNF $F$ is,

$$c = nr. \hfill (12)$$

Then, the number of flows processed by VNF instance $i$ is denoted by $h_i$. Thus, the total number of flows for VNF $F$ is,

$$H = \sum_{i=0}^{n} h_i. \hfill (13)$$

The maximum latency that flow $j$ can accept is denoted by $l_{ij}^{max}$. Let $L_{max}^{max} = (l_{max}^1, \ldots, l_{max}^n)$ be the maximum latency vector for all the flows. We assume packets of flows arrive according to a Poisson process and use the average bandwidth of flow $j$ to represent its packet arrival rate $\lambda_j$ within the time interval $T$. The vector $\lambda = (\lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_H)$ represents the arrival rates for all the flows. Besides, the maximum downtime that flow $j$ accepts is denoted by $t_{ij}^d$ during migration. We use the vector $T^d = (t_{ij}^d, \ldots, t_{ij}^H)$ to indicate all flows’ downtime constraints.

We then analyze the service latency of VNF instance $i$ as follows. The total packet arrival rate to VNF instance $i$,

$$\beta_i = \sum_{j=0}^{n} \lambda_j. \hfill (14)$$

As a result, the queuing latency of VNF instance $i$ is,

$$l_i^q = \begin{cases} \frac{\beta_i - S_i}{\lambda_i}, & \lambda_i \geq S_i, \\ 0, & \text{Otherwise.} \end{cases} \hfill (15)$$

The average packet processing latency of instance $i$ is,

$$l_i^q = \frac{1}{S_i}. \hfill (16)$$

The service latency of instance $i$ includes queuing latency and processing latency. Thus, the service latency experienced by flow $j$ at instance $i$ is,

$$l_{ij} = \begin{cases} l_i^q + l_{ij}^p, & \text{flow } j \text{ is processed by VNF instance } i, \\ 0, & \text{Otherwise.} \end{cases} \hfill (17)$$

The queue size for each instance $i$ within the time interval $T$ is,

$$q_{i} = \begin{cases} (\beta_i - S_i)T, & \beta_i \geq S_i, \\ 0, & \text{Otherwise.} \end{cases} \hfill (18)$$

We use a vector $Q_i = (q_1, \ldots, q_n)$ to indicate the queue sizes of all instances. During migration, the packets of all the migrated flows will be buffered until all their states are finished migration. We use $t_{max}$ to indicate the migration time for each flow, which is a constant and only depends on the bandwidth capacity between VNF instances. We use the vector $M_{ij}$ to indicate the flows to migrate from VNF instance $i$, where,

$$M_{ij} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{flow } j \text{ will be migrated}, \\ 0, & \text{Otherwise.} \end{cases} \hfill (19)$$

and the total migration time for flow $j$ at instance $i$ is,

$$T_{ij} = M_{ij} * t_{max}. \hfill (20)$$

In addition, we adopt the matrix $B_{ij}$ to represent whether the flow $j \in f$ is processed by instance $i$. Thus,

$$B_{ji} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{flow } j \text{ is processed by VNF instance } i, \\ 0, & \text{Otherwise.} \end{cases} \hfill (21)$$

The scaling problem can be formulated as the following:

$$\begin{align*}
\min & \quad c \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad B_{ji} * l_{ij} \leq l_{max}, \\
& \quad Q_i \leq Q_{icap}, \\
& \quad B_{ji} * T_{ij} \leq T^d, \\
& \quad \sum_{j=0}^{f} M_{ij} \leq h_i, \\
& \quad n \in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}. \hfill (27)
\end{align*}$$
We formulate the scaling scheduling problem as a nonlinear integer programming problem. The constraints are nonlinear, which makes the problem computationally expensive to solve. Besides, the scheduling task needs to consider some more practical issues, such as VNF instance initialization, flow routing table update, packet buffering during migration, etc. Therefore, in order to deploy ScaleFlux practically, we design a heuristic algorithm to solve the problem to minimize resource usage while providing flow-level latency guarantee.

**Scaling Scheduling Algorithm.** We utilize the simulated annealing algorithm (SAA) to solve the scaling scheduling problem as it has demonstrated its efficiency in existing work [41], [42]. SAA’s main logic is stated in Algorithm 1 and the notations used are shown in Table 1. We use the function SAA() to implement the main logic of the algorithm. First, we initialize the number of VNF instances using Init() function. Then, we call a function ProduceNew() to produce the next potential number of VNF instances. Sequentially, we calculate the different value between the adjacent resource usages with corresponding VNF instances. If the difference value $\Delta R$ is larger than 0, the number of VNF instances $n$ is updated. Otherwise, it is updated with the possibility $\exp({\Delta R\over T}) \geq \text{random}(0, 1)$. Next, we use Check() to see if we can find a $M_{ij}$ from all possible solutions that satisfies constraints defined in Eqs. (23), (24), (25), and (26). If yes, the resource usage returns; otherwise, an infinity. Until the temperature $T$ reaches the designated minimum value $T_{\min}$, SAA() returns the number ($n_{\text{new}}$) of new VNF instances to instantiate and flows ($M_{ij}$) to move.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\max}$</td>
<td>The initial temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\min}$</td>
<td>The stop temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>The variable used for the loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_t$</td>
<td>The number of VNF instances at time $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta R$</td>
<td>The difference between $n_{t+1,r}$ and $n_{t,r}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{\text{new}}$</td>
<td>The number of newly instantiated VNF instances</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that we do not explain the notations already used in the problem formulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\max}$</td>
<td>The initial temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\min}$</td>
<td>The stop temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>The variable used for the loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_t$</td>
<td>The number of VNF instances at time $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta R$</td>
<td>The difference between $n_{t+1,r}$ and $n_{t,r}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{\text{new}}$</td>
<td>The number of newly instantiated VNF instances</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We implement the prototype of ScaleFlux with C and Python codes. The load monitor surrogate and flow bandwidth predictor communicate with the scaling scheduler via RPC. We develop a library for the five primary components: load monitor surrogate, flow monitor, ABCNN-LSTM, scaling scheduler, and flow and state manager. ScaleFlux can use hardware counters within the commodity NIC to collect flow information, such as five tuples of packets, packet numbers, packet size, and packet timestamp, and thus offload FIT into the NIC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\max}$</td>
<td>The initial temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\min}$</td>
<td>The stop temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>The variable used for the loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_t$</td>
<td>The number of VNF instances at time $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta R$</td>
<td>The difference between $n_{t+1,r}$ and $n_{t,r}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{\text{new}}$</td>
<td>The number of newly instantiated VNF instances</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Load Monitor Surrogate.** ScaleFlux leverages the queue size as an indicator to monitor network load changes. The queue size of each ring buffer can be calculated by polling the size indicator from corresponding NIC pointers. We jointly use the software consumer index pointer ($rq\_pi$) and the hardware producer index pointer ($rq\_pi$) to calculate the queue size as $Q_{\text{exp}}(rq\_ci - rq\_pi)$. Therefore, we implement a NIC pointer reading operation within the kernel’s packet receiving logic. To achieve real-time load detection, ScaleFlux reads the pointers upon each packet arrival. Of course, ScaleFlux can adopt virtual tables to record the mappings between flows and VNF instances dynamically [43] and assign a dedicated queue to a VNF instance. According to the virtual tables, ScaleFlux can distribute flows to the dedicated queues. Therefore, ScaleFlux can support multiple VNF instances simultaneously on a physical server. Besides, both $T_{\text{idt}}$ and $T_{\text{ngt}}$ can be obtained experimentally. $T_{\text{idt}}$ is the time period for running SAA, thus we set it as the maximum SAA execution time measured in Section 5.4, which is 4.37ms. Similarly, we set $T_{\text{ngt}}$ as 0.08ms in the experiments.

**Algorithm 1. SAA for Scaling Scheduling**

1: Input: $Q_{\text{inp}}, r_i, h_i, T_{\max}, T_{\text{idt}}$; 2: Output: $n_{\text{new}}, M_{ij}$; 3: function SAA() 4: $t = T_{\max};$ 5: $\text{Init}();$ 6: for $t \geq T_{\min}$ do 7: $n_{t+1} = \text{ProduceNew}();$ 8: The resource usage when $n_{\text{new}} = n_i; n_{r};$ 9: $\Delta R = (n_{t+1} - n_{t});$ 10: if $\Delta R \geq 0$ then 11: $n_{\text{new}} = n_{t+1};$ 12: else if $\exp({\Delta R \over T}) \leq \text{random}(0, 1)$ then 13: $n_{\text{new}} = n_{t+1};$ 14: if Check($n$) != $\infty$ then 15: Update the optimal solution $n_{\text{new}};$ 16: $t = t - 1;$ return $n_{\text{new}}, M_{ij};$ 17: function Init() 18: The scheduling result at time $t$: $n_i;$ 19: $n_i = \text{randint}();$ 20: function ProduceNew() 21: $i = \text{randint}(1, n), b = \text{randint}(-1, 1);$ 22: if $n_i + b \leq 0$ then 23: $n_i = n_i + b;$ 24: return $n_i;$ 25: function Check() 26: if finding a $M_{ij}$ which satisfies all constraints then 27: return $n_{\text{new}}, M_{ij};$ 28: else 29: return $\infty;$

**Flow Monitor.** The flow monitor in flow bandwidth predictor is responsible for managing FIT in the software and hardware, to collect and update flow information. To implement flow monitor using commodity NIC, we leverage the rte_flow_create and rte_flow_destroy of the rte_flow API in the commodity NIC to insert and replace FIT entry. We do not implement it using switch [44], [45], [46], because it takes more time to detect the load burstiness and forward the signal packets to scaling scheduler and monitors excessive flows for other VNFs.

**ABCNN-LSTM.** We implement the ABCNN-LSTM model on top of PyTorch 1.5.1 and CUDA 9.2 with Python 3.8.0.
We set the learning rate as 0.001 and the mini-batch size as 256. To make it practical, we train the model using a federated fashion with the generated network traces from the four network workloads, which will be introduced shortly in Section 5.1. Besides, for the model training phrase, we randomly select 70% flows from each network trace to train the ABCNN-LSTM model. All the network traces we use have various network loads ranging from 1Gbps to 10Gbps. This suits for the NFV scenarios where the network load changes over time and the traffic that VNF processes is from various applications. In addition, to determine the best tradeoff between model accuracy and training efficiency, we employ 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.9, 1, 10 as the thresholds of gradient and experimentally select 0.25 as the final one as illustrated in Section 5.3.

**Flow and State Manager.** ScaleFlux provides a new API call moveFlows for VNF scaling scheduler to enable selective flow and state migration. It transfers both the state and input (i.e., traffic) for a set of flows from one VNF instance to another one. Its syntax is:

\[
\text{moveFlows(src, dst, scope, properties).}
\]

The implementation extends OpenNF’s move method. The scope argument specifies which class(es) of state (per-flow and/or multi-flow) to move. We only consider per-flow in this paper. The properties argument defines whether the move should be loss-free and order-preserving [14].

When the VNF scaling scheduler issues moveFlows, it sends the selected flows, corresponding states, and designated new VNF instances to flow and state manager. Then, the flow and state manager receives the call and communicates with the library patch inside VNF original instance. This is not available in OpenNF whose original API only allows applications to specify which classes of flows should be moved, such as all flows, or flows destined to port 80. This is done through the filter API described below.

The filter API between the controller and the VNF instances consists of three functions: FilterChannel, SetFilter, and UpdateFilter. When the flow and state manager receives moveFlows call, it invokes the FilterChannel function to send a flow moving message to the VNF instance. The VNF instance then uses the SetFilter function to package the five-tuples of selected flows, which is a dictionary specifying values for five-tuples in OpenNF. The flow and state manager uses the matched filters to configure the corresponding moveFlows operation. For each matched filter, it invokes the OpenNF getPerflow function and passes the filter as the input to get the per-flow state pertaining to the flow. For a move without guarantees, the state manager calls putPerflow on the destination VNF instance and delPerflow on the original VNF instance to complete per-flow state transfer. Meanwhile, the flow manager uses UpdateFilter to make the OpenVSwitch to update the flow tables correspondingly. In detail, in our new filter APIs, we rewrite the RuleSetup and Operation functions, which can first build connection with library patched in VNF instances. The setfilter function tells getPerflow function the filters and make it export associated per-flow state from VNF. In this way, we implement to just get per-flow state for flows we selected.

5 EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate ScaleFlux through a series of testbed experiments on a five-machine cluster using traffic traces from four industrial workloads. Our evaluation seeks to answer the following questions:

- **How well does ScaleFlux’s load monitor surrogate perform (Section 5.2)?** Load monitor surrogate can detect traffic load burstiness efficiently with at least 0.09ms for 50Mpps peak rate, and at most 10.81ms for 10Mpps.

- **How accurately does flow bandwidth predictor perform (Section 5.3)?** Compared against CNN-LSTM, LSTM, GRU, SVR, and ARIMA, ABCNN-LSTM can predict flow bandwidth more accurately with at least 34.04% better accuracy on average across the four workloads.

- **How efficiently does VNF scaling scheduler work (Section 5.4)?** Across the four workloads, the VNF scaling scheduler achieves at least 217% average latency reduction and at most 402%, and achieves near-optimal CPU resource usage during scaling.

- **How much performance benefit can ScaleFlux provide compared to OpenNF (Section 5.5)?** ScaleFlux reduces the downtime by at least 60.12%, 72.90% on average, and up to 80%, compared to OpenNF. It saves at least 80.50% buffer usage and 83.48% on average, and the saving can be up to 87.87%. Besides, ScaleFlux reduces extra end-to-end latency to migrated flows by at least 88.51%, 93.40% on average, and at most 96.38%, respectively, compared to OpenNF.

- **How well does ScaleFlux work with various time window sizes in FIT (Section 5.6)?** We evaluate the FCT with various time window sizes from 20ms to 2000ms. Observing that the average FCT across all the network traces reduces along with the time window size increasing from 20ms to 1000ms. Yet, when the time window size changes from 1000ms to 2000ms, the average FCT changes vary little.

- **How much performance loss does ScaleFlux have when replacing the flow bandwidth predictor or SAA with naive solutions (Section 5.7)?** We compare ScaleFlux with ScaleFlux-FBP and ScaleFlux-SAA. ScaleFlux-FBP and ScaleFlux-SAA are ScaleFlux without flow bandwidth predictor and ScaleFlux without SAA, respectively. The performance loss of ScaleFlux in terms of downtime, buffer usage, and FCT are 63.93% and 2.64%, 77.24% and 28.21%, and 51.52% and 36.15%, respectively. The performance loss of ScaleFlux is bounded in a reasonable level, and the time used for flow bandwidth prediction and operating flow routing table is limited, which can be ignored compared to flow completion time.
5.1 Testbed and Setup

Our testbed consists of five servers arranged as shown in Fig. 3a. Each server has two 2.5GHz Intel Haswell 12-Core E5-2680 v3 processors, two Tesla K40m GPUs, 256GB DDR4 RAM, two 1TB 72K RPM 3G SATA HDDs, a dual-port Intel X710 10GbE NIC, and a dual-port Mellanox ConnectX-5 10GbE NIC. Two servers run two OpenNF-modified PRADS [30] as VNFs separately. One server runs OpenvSwitch as an OpenFlow switch. Another one runs the ScaleFlux controller while the fifth server generates traffic.

Workloads. We use four industrial workloads including cloud gateway, web search [27], Facebook [28], and the Azure WAN [29] to generate traffic traces. Fig. 3b shows the flow size distributions for the four workloads. For the web search, Facebook, and Azure WAN workloads, since we do not have their concrete flow information, such as bandwidth, flow source and destination IP addresses, and flow arrival times, and only have the flow size distributions, we generate the network traces to satisfy the flow size distributions of the corresponding workloads. Besides, for each industrial workload, we generate 10 network traces with the network loads ranging from 0.1 (i.e., 1Gbps) to 1 (i.e., 10Gbps). For each generated network trace, flows arrive and finish dynamically according to a Poisson process. Specifically, for the cloud gateway workload, we have the concrete flow information and it is a 1-hour network trace collected every 1ms from 18:00pm to 19:00pm. The overall network load of the 1-hour network trace is shown in Fig. 1. We scale the flow bandwidth accordingly to match the corresponding network loads.

Methodology. We generate five network traces for each workload above and send flows according to the traces. The same trace is used for the different compared schemes. Thus for each scenario we repeat experiments for five independent runs. We calculate the average result of the five runs for each workload and further obtain the average result for the four workloads, and then report the final average one. We consider VNF queue size thresholds from 10 to 100 packets for the corresponding network loads from 0.1 to 1. We use the corresponding threshold values to calculate the maximum latency that flows can accept to wait for VNF processing.

Schemes Compared. To demonstrate the efficiency of ScaleFlux’s scaling scheduling algorithm, we compare it against the optimal one in terms of resource efficiency and flow-level latency. Besides, to demonstrate the ScaleFlux’s efficiency in state migration, we compare ScaleFlux against OpenNF that moves all flows. We choose OpenNF because it only provides loss-free and order-preserving guarantees compared with other solutions mentioned in Section 6. These guarantees are important to ensure the new VNF instances work correctly. ScaleFlux also provides these guarantees. In our experiments, we set the guarantee to be loss-free, the scope to be per-flow state, and the optimizations to be parallelizing and early-release for both schemes. This is consistent with the setup in [14]. In addition, we do not compare ScaleFlux against the white-box schemes [11], [12], [22], because they require to totally re-implement VNFs with their own APIs and cannot guarantee VNF processing performance, compared to existing productions.

Metric Used. We utilize detection time to evaluate the efficiency of load monitor surrogate. And we adopt Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) to evaluate the performance of flow bandwidth predictor. RMSE is calculated as the following:

\[
RMSE = \left( \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |y_i - \hat{y}_i|^2 \right)^{\frac{1}{2}},
\]

where \(y\) is the actual flow bandwidth time-series, and \(\hat{y}\) is the predicted time-series.

5.2 Efficiency of Load Monitor Surrogate

We first investigate the efficiency of ScaleFlux’s load monitor surrogate for detecting traffic load burstiness. We proactively generate flows with the same average rate (5 Mpps) but different peak rates (e.g., 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 Mpps) regarding to the flow size distributions of the four workloads as shown in Fig. 3b. When the traffic sent from the sender begins to burst, we inject some special signal packets into the traffic. The detection time of burstiness is just the time interval between the time point when the traffic burstiness happens and the one when the scaling scheduler receives the signal packet.

Fig. 10 shows the traffic load detection time for cloud gateway workload with different peak sending rates. In general, other three workloads have the similar variation tendency with different sending peak rates. That is, the detection time decreases as the flow peak rate increases. Table 2 shows the average traffic load detection time across all the four workloads. We can see the average load detection time across various peak sending rates is 3.96ms, which is much smaller than the duration time of traffic burstiness, i.e., several seconds or even minutes.

5.3 Performance of Flow Bandwidth Predictor

In this section, we are going to investigate the performance of ScaleFlux’s flow bandwidth predictor. First, we need to determine the proper hyperparameters for ABCNN-LSTM. As we know, for the federated training, proper hyperparameter setup, i.e., threshold of absolute gradient value, is important for the model accuracy and communication efficiency. Therefore, we begin with looking at the performance of ABCNN-LSTM model with different thresholds of gradient and find the most proper one. We select the gradient thresholds from the set \([0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.9, 1, 10]\). Besides, for the model evaluation, we randomly select 70% flows from each network trace and use them for the model training and the remaining for testing.

Fig. 11 shows the average RMSE of all network loads with all the four workloads. We can observe its prediction
performance becomes better with higher gradient threshold. Besides, when it is 0.25, RMSE is 3.48; and when it is 10, RMSE is 3.439. This means gradient threshold is increased by 40\%, the model accuracy is only improved by 1.18\%. In addition, we know the gradient threshold is related to communication efficiency and models are usually trained slower with the larger one. Thus, to achieve the best tradeoff between model performance and training efficiency, we choose 0.25 as the final gradient threshold for ABCNN-LSTM.

We now evaluate the performance of ScaleFlux’s flow bandwidth predictor, compared against CNN-LSTM [47], LSTM [37], GRU [48], Support Vector Regression (SVR) [49], and ARIMA [50]. We select these models as the baselines of ScaleFlux’s flow bandwidth predictor, since they are commonly used in various time-series prediction tasks. All the compared schemes use the same training and testing datasets with ScaleFlux’s ABCNN-LSTM. Fig. 12 shows the performance comparison in terms of average RMSE between ABCNN-LSTM, CNN-LSTM, LSTM, GRU, SVR, and ARIMA, for each workload. Observing that the proposed model ABCNN-LSTM performs the best for flow bandwidth time-series prediction. ABCNN-LSTM performs better than CNN-LSTM by 34.04\% on average. They are 39.86\% for LSTM, 41.52\% for GRU, 79.80\% for SVR, and 82.85\% for ARIMA, respectively. This is because ABCNN-LSTM utilizes attention mechanism to extract important features from the historical bandwidth time-series and avoid the gradient vanishing and exploding problems in deep learning models, such as LSTM and GRU. Besides, ABCNN-LSTM takes advantage of LSTM in predicting time-series data. Especially, ABCNN-LSTM, CNN-LSTM, and LSTM use the completely same LSTM structure here, and LSTM uses the full features without any selection. The performance improvements of both ABCNN-LSTM and CNN-LSTM to LSTM further demonstrate the effectiveness of the ABCNN and CNN-based feature selection methods.

### 5.4 Efficiency of Scaling Scheduler

We now look at the efficiency of SAA for VNF scaling scheduling. To see the performance gap between SAA and the optimal, we compare the CPU resource usage of SAA against the one of the exiting algorithm for global optimization - the controlled random search (CRS) algorithm [51], which is implemented in the non-linear optimization (NLopt) package in R [52]. Generally, CRS starts with a random “population” of points, and randomly “evolve” these points by heuristic rules. In the experiments, we set the initial population as 3.

Fig. 13 shows the comparison between SAA and the optimal algorithm with various network loads. Here, we show the average CPU usages for each network load across the four workloads. We obtain the total usage results of VNF instances by sending traffic to achieve the specified network load within the first two seconds. When the network load is stable at the target one, we measure the total CPU usages of VNF instances instantiated by SAA and the optimal algorithm, respectively. We can see SAA achieves near-optimal performance in CPU resource usage (The line for SAA and the one for the optimal in Fig. 13 almost coincide). This demonstrates SAA’s near-optimal scheduling efficiency in CPU resource usage.

Besides, we then look at flow latency reduction of SAA, during flow and state migration, compared against state-of-the-art black-box scheme OpenNF [14]. We compare ScaleFlux against OpenNF, because it is practical for flow and state migration in NFV and both OpenNF and ScaleFlux do not need to reimplement VNFs from scratch. Other schemes generally adopt white-box methods and require people spending much time learning them. This is impractical, because industry products usually adopt existing open-source projects and different VNFs may use different development frameworks and programming languages. These VNFs, however, belong to the same service chain. Fig. 14 shows the average flow latency reductions with various network loads across the four workloads, compared to OpenNF. We can see SAA achieves at least 217\% average

---

**TABLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak Sending Rate (Mpps)</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Detection Time (ms)</td>
<td>10.81</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 11. The average RMSE of ABCNN-LSTM model for flow bandwidth prediction with all the four workloads.

Fig. 12. Performance comparison in average RMSE between ABCNN-LSTM, CNN-LSTM, LSTM, GRU, SVR, and ARIMA, for each workload.

Fig. 13. CPU resource usage comparison between SAA and the optimal algorithm with various network loads. We show the average CPU usage across the four workloads for each network load.
latency reduction and at most 402% reduction. This is because that SAA considers flow-level latency constraints when scheduling flows and states to migrate, while minimizing VNF resource usage. Instead, OpenNF simply moves all the flows and states without such consideration. This demonstrates the efficiency of SAA in terms of flow latency reduction.

Finally, we evaluate the efficiency of SAA in terms of execution time over various network loads. Fig. 15 shows the average execution time of SAA to make scheduling decisions with various network loads for the four workloads. Note that the network load represents the total traffic for SAA to schedule and the execution time is the time period elapsed for ScaleFlux to run SAA in order to produce the scheduling results. We can see for various network loads, the execution time of SAA ranges from 2.93ms to 4.37ms, which is significantly smaller than flow completion time and time window (1000ms) used by flow monitor in Section 3.3 to monitor active flows. Also, compared to the duration of traffic load burstiness (i.e., several minutes), the execution time of SAA can be ignored. Therefore, not only SAA can achieve near-optimal performance for CPU resource usage, but also is executed efficiently.

5.5 Downtime, Buffer Usage, and FCT

We now evaluate the performance benefit of ScaleFlux in terms of downtime, buffer usage, and flow completion time (FCT). We use them as the metrics because they can measure and reflect the end-to-end performance of ScaleFlux. Scaling downtime here is defined as time elapsed between the beginning of the moveFlow call and the finish time of the last delPerFlow call. Buffer usage refers to the overall memory used to buffer packets that arrive during flow and state migration. FCT reduction is defined as the ratio between the migrated flow’s FCT in OpenNF and the corresponding one in ScaleFlux, and it can evaluate ScaleFlux’s end-to-end impact on the performance of migrated flows.

Figs. 16 and 17 show the comparisons in terms of the average downtime and buffer usage, respectively, across various network loads for the four workloads. We can observe that ScaleFlux provides significant performance benefits. It reduces the downtime by at least 60.12%, 72.90% on average, and up to 80% compared to OpenNF, and saves at least 80.50% buffer usage, 83.48% on average, and up to 87.87%. This is because ScaleFlux takes considerations of flow-level latency constraints and selectively migrate flows and states, while significantly reducing the network load at the original VNF instance, instead of moving all like OpenNF. The results demonstrate ScaleFlux can manage VNF scaling with efficient buffer usage.

Then, we look at ScaleFlux’s FCT reduction to the migrated flows. We calculate the FCTs for all migrated flows in ScaleFlux and OpenNF, respectively. Note that FCTs in both ScaleFlux and OpenNF include state migration time, as migrated flows’ FCTs are affected by the state migration process. Fig. 18 shows the results for average FCT reduction of migrated flows in ScaleFlux across network loads for the four workloads, compared to OpenNF. We can observe that FCTs of migrated flows in OpenNF are extended at least 8.70%, compared to that in ScaleFlux, 17.04% on average, and at most 27.6%. This means ScaleFlux reduces extra end-to-end latency to migrated flows by at least 88.51%, 93.40% on average, and at most 96.38%, respectively. This is because OpenNF moves much more useless flows and states to release the network load at the original VNF instance than ScaleFlux.

5.6 Sensitivity Analysis

As described in Section 3.3, ScaleFlux maintains a flow information table (FIT) to store flows and their bandwidth...
time-series. FIT utilizes a time window to monitor active flows. Therefore, the time window size determines the number of active flows that ScaleFlux can see and further affects the flows ScaleFlux can migrate when VNF scaling is launched. In other words, when the VNF instance is overloaded and scaling is launched, ScaleFlux can only migrate flows from the FIT. Thus, a smaller time window will lead to less migrated flows and launch scaling more repeatedly, because the network load is not migrated crisply for one time. This further leads to that more packets need to buffer at the original VNF instance and results in longer FCTs.

To find a suitable time window size for all the network traces, we test the FCT with different time window sizes from 20ms to 2000ms. Fig. 19 shows the average FCT with different time window sizes across the four workloads. Note that we measure the FCTs for all the flows here, instead of only migrated flows above.

As a result, to find a suitable time window size for all the network traces, we test the FCT with different time window sizes from 20ms to 2000ms. Fig. 19 shows the average FCT with different time window sizes across the four workloads. Note that we increase the time window size with 10ms each time and only show the key points in the figure, and we calculate the average FCT for all the flows here. We can see the average FCT reduces along with the time window size increasing from 20ms to 1000ms. Yet, when the time window size changes from 1000ms to 2000ms, the average FCT changes very little for each workload. These are because ScaleFlux with smaller time window cannot monitor all the active flows, only moves limited traffic for each scaling process, and cannot solve the overload throughly. When the time window size is between 1000ms and 2000ms, ScaleFlux can basically see the same active flows across all the network traces. Thus, ScaleFlux can solve the overload issue for one-shot scaling and achieve stable performance. These demonstrate that 1000ms is the best choice of the time window size for the network traces we use.

5.7 Deep Dive

Next, we conduct a series of experiments to investigate the impact of the key design components in ScaleFlux. We selectively disable each component and use a naive implementation to replace it in ScaleFlux. Here, we compare ScaleFlux against ScaleFlux-FBP and ScaleFlux-SAA. For ScaleFlux-FBP, we disable the flow bandwidth predictor (FBP) in ScaleFlux and use the instant flow bandwidth when scaling is launched as the prediction result. ScaleFlux-SAA uses the top $k$ mechanism to replace SAA in ScaleFlux. For each scaling, ScaleFlux-SAA directly moves top $k$ flows and their states which make the network load lower than the pre-defined threshold.

Figs. 20, 21 and 22 show the comparisons in downtime, buffer usage, and FCT between ScaleFlux, ScaleFlux-FBP, and ScaleFlux-SAA. Observing that compared against ScaleFlux-FBP, ScaleFlux reduces downtime, buffer usage, and FCT by 63.93%, 77.24%, and 51.22% on average, respectively. ScaleFlux's reductions are 2.64%, 28.21%, and 36.15%, compared against ScaleFlux-SAA. Note that we measure the FCTs for all the flows here, instead of only migrated flows.

We can see removing the key component in ScaleFlux (flow bandwidth predictor or SAA) leads to large performance degradation. This is because the non-accurate flow bandwidth prediction can result in that more smaller flows are migrated, which cannot solve the overload issue at once and launches scaling repeatedly in a short time. Further, this causes more flows are migrated than ScaleFlux and thus significantly increases the downtime, buffer usage, and average FCT. ScaleFlux-SAA works better than ScaleFlux-FBP in downtime, buffer usage, and FCT, and has similar performance in downtime with ScaleFlux. Because ScaleFlux-SAA can predict flow bandwidth accurately and the top $k$ mechanism in ScaleFlux-SAA migrates less flows than ScaleFlux-FBP. Yet, migrating top $k$ elephant flows makes ScaleFlux-SAA utilize more buffer and incurs large average FCTs, since the top $k$ elephant flows' traffic and FCTs dominate the overall load and the total FCT. In addition, ScaleFlux can provide better SLA for each flow than ScaleFlux-SAA, as the SAA takes per-flow latency into consideration in the scaling scheduling.

5.8 Overhead

We now evaluate the overhead of ScaleFlux. We first consider the overhead of FIT used in flow monitor. Table 3 shows the number of entries in FIT at each 1000ms-eviction epoch for one run of our experiment using the cloud gateway workload, web search workload, Facebook workload, and the Azure WAN workload, respectively. Results for other runs are qualitatively similar. It indicates that the
overhead of flow information table used by flow monitor is bounded in a reasonable level.

Next, we consider the prediction time of ABCNN-LSTM. As we stated in Section 4, the ABCNN-LSTM model is running on one Tesla K40m GPU for online prediction. Here we only measure the prediction time, i.e., inference time, of the model, and ignore the time used of model training phrase. Because the model training can be done offline, and will not affect the performance of online VNF scaling. Fig. 23 shows the average prediction time of ABCNN-LSTM over various network loads for the four workloads. Besides, in the experiments, the network load is higher, the number of flows to be predicted by the model is more. We can see the prediction time ranges from 1.69ms to 2.45ms, which demonstrates it works efficiently over various network loads.

Finally, we look at the operating time for the flow routing table at OpenVSwitch to complete flow migration. We obtain the operating time by measuring the total time used to adjust the flow routing table during VNF scaling. Fig. 24 shows the results. We observe the operating time ranges from 0.65ms to 1.75ms over various network loads, which is pretty short. This is because ScaleFlux carefully selects the flows to be migrated and thus significantly reduces the number of table entries to operate.

### 6 RELATED WORK

Many solutions are proposed to make elastic and flexible VNF scaling in NFV. We present ScaleFlux first in the conference paper [1], which focuses on efficient state migration in NFV, instead of a NFV scaling system. Here we significantly revise the design to make it become a complete end-to-end NFV scaling system to support real-time traffic load burstiness detection and corresponding elastic stateful VNF scaling to achieve both flow-level latency guarantee and VNF resource efficiency (Section 3). We implement ScaleFlux (Section 4) and evaluate it using testbed experiments (Section 5). Of course, there are some recent work which focuses on different aspects of VNF scaling. We discuss them in the following.

**Elastic NFV Scaling.** E2 [10], NFVnice [53], Metron [12], ScalIMS [54] and FlexNFV [9] consider dynamic scaling to improve service chain performance. To avoid complex state migration, E2 [10] only uses new created VNFs to process new flows without states, while FlexNFV [9] adopts consistent hashing to keep the flow affinity. NFVnice [53] utilizes backpressure mechanism and proactively adjusts CPU allocation to the service chain to improve chain-level performance and avoid resource wastage. Flurries [55] runs a unique service chain for each flow to provide flow-level customized SLA. ScaleFlux can easily support VNF service chains like these work without the need to do any modifications, as the service chain can be seen as a consolidated VNF [56], [57]. Besides, ScaleFlux can automatically detect network load changes and trigger stateful VNF scaling in real time. For scenarios where existing flows’ SLAs cannot be guaranteed by the existing VNFs, ScaleFlux can adaptively perform vertical scaling. Besides, some works are proposed to minimize VNF deployment and placement cost [58], [59], [60], [61], [62], [63], [64], [65]. ScaleFlux tries to minimize the CPU resource usage for VNF scaling.
Similar to [9], [10], [53], [66], [67], ScaleFlux makes automatic VNF scaling with network load changing. Yet, ScaleFlux achieves efficient stateful scaling and tries to reduce the latency of flow migration.

**NVF State Migration.** There are many existing solutions for NVF state management [68], [69]. Split/Merge [13], Pico Replication [70], OpenNF [14], [71], and DiST [72] are systems that provide some control over both internal VNF state and network state. Split/Merge and Pico Replication provide shared libraries that VNFs use to create, access, and modify internal state through pre-defined APIs. OpenNF provides a northbound API for applications to specify which state to move, and which guarantees to enforce; and it also implements a southbound API for the controller to perform the export or import of VNF state. DiST [72] differs from OpenNF by buffering the packets during migration at the destination VNF instead of at the controller. Olteanu and Raiciu [73] attempt to migrate per-flow state between VM replicas without application modifications. Similar to [13], [14], [71], ScaleFlux achieves efficient NVF state migration. Further, ScaleFlux proposes a complete VNF auto-scaling framework to enable efficient VNF scaling including state management.

**White-Box NFV.** Some research work[11], [12], [22], [74] proposes and builds a complete white-box NFV framework and APIs to manage VNFs. For example, StatelessNF [22] re-architects network functions so that their internal states are maintained in a shared separate storage tier, which has to face the performance challenge for frequent state update. S6 [11] proposes a distributed shared state model and decouples state maintainance and VNF processing. Metron [12] splits traffic into different classes and takes traffic class as the basic unit to perform packet processing, I/O operations, and state management. Yet, the white-box NFV frameworks require to completely re-implement VNFs, which is hard in practice, requires long learning process and huge development effort. In contrast, ScaleFlux provides a black-box model without the need to re-implement VNFs and separates the implementation of VNF products and state management, and thus frees VNF operators to focus on the packet processing logic.

In sum, ScaleFlux designs and implements a complete system to enable end-to-end automatic stateful VNF scaling, while achieving resource efficiency and flow-level latency guarantee.

## 7 Conclusion
We introduced ScaleFlux, an efficient end-to-end NFV system to achieve automatic VNF scaling. ScaleFlux achieves resource efficiency and flow-level latency guarantee by adopting queue-based network load detection mechanism to launch VNF scaling timely, designing an ABCNN-LSTM model for flow bandwidth prediction, and leveraging the simulated annealing algorithm for efficient scaling scheduling. ScaleFlux efficiently migrates per-flow state for selected flows and maintains state for other flows in the original VNF instance until they expire. We implemented ScaleFlux and evaluated it on an five-machine testbed. Our experiment results show that ScaleFlux significantly achieves efficient resource usage for VNFs and reduces downtime and the performance penalty during scaling.
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